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* What are the different types of batteries?

Batteries are grouped in two ways. It is by application and by the process of construction. Th

The deep cycled types of batteries have a capacity for solar electric for back up energy. As f
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Article Body:
* What are the different types of batteries?

Batteries are grouped in two ways. It is by application and by the process of construction. Th

The deep cycled types of batteries have a capacity for solar electric for back up energy. As f

Construction batteries have a standard and removable cap. It is sometimes called as maintenanc
For a complete chart of all types of batteries, see the link in the author’s signature.

* What is a DC battery?

Direct current is a kind of electricity supplied. By using a DC battery, the electric charge m

The side of the DC battery is sealed with electrolyte and several forms of metal. The electrol

The terminal of the battery has positive and negative poles. These poles are connected which e

* What are sealed batteries?

Sealed batteries are non-spoilable and a maintenance-free battery. They have no liquid, theref

A sealed battery is designed to supply both starting and reserve applications. It has a longer

* What is a deep cycle battery?

A deep cycle battery usually has a thick, heavy lead plate. This plate helps the battery withs

* What is a starting battery?

A starting battery is intended for engines for combustion to continue without interruption. It

On the other hand, a starting battery cannot stand being discharged deeply. The majority of th

* What is a gel cell battery?

A gel battery is also called a gel cell. It has a quantity of silica gel that converts the aci

This kind of battery charges slowly. They cannot cope up with the conventional automotive char

* What is an AGM battery?

AGM stands for ˆAbsorbed Glass Mats.˜ It is the newest type of sealed battery that is used bet

It does not spill out evenly if it is broken. Glass mats assist in holding together the acid a
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